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INTRODUCTION

THB special theory of relativity is now so m.uoh an a.ccepted. part of
physics that its origins and early history tend to be forgotten, and
they are largely unknown to the younger theoretical physicists of
to-day. In view of recent difficulties that have arisen in connection with the theory, and particularly in view of the fact tha.t
an alternative theory of Ritz's, which was thought to have been
disproved, has now been shown to be a distinct possibility,· the
occasion Beems opportune for a review of the circum.stances in which
the theory arose and developed. and for an appraisal of its present
status. The purpose of this article is to supply these desiderata.
The historical sketch which forms Section I is of necessity a mere
outline, with attention confined to the work which now seems relevant. The guiding :motive in Section 11, in which Einstein's theory
is brought into focus against the background of history, has been
to distinguish as clearly as possible between the logical consistency
of the theory on the one hand, and its relation to observation on
the other. This distinction has not, I think, as yet been sharply
enough drawn, with the result that the experimental evidence
needed to confirm the theory has often been misunderstood. A
theoretical demonstration that the theory contains no internal contradictions-that it COfJlrJ, be right-has frequently been regarded
88 a proof that it i8 right; while experim.ents have been held to
confirm the theory which in fact show only its compatibility with
the ~{axwell-Lorentz electrom.agnetic field equations, and not with
the fa.cts which those equations are designed to represent. The
result of our enquiry will be to show that at present there is no
• M.N.B.A.8., 119, 67 (1959).
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experim.ental evidence for or against the anemaeicaZ requirements
of the theory, &Ild a crucial experiment is proposed.
These Sections I believe are either stateIIlents of facts or requirements of pure reason, and therefore not controversial; they are
dem.onstrably either right or wrong. I believe also th&t it is possible
to show by pure reasoning th&t the present physica,l interpretation
of the coordinates occurring in the Lorentz transformation leads
to observations that are mutually impossible. This may be done
in several ways, of which I have given one elsewhere.· In this
paper, however, I do not wish to introduce controversial IIl&tters
(I do not see why they should be controversial, but in fact they
are), and therefore leave the question as one to be decided
experi:mentally.

1
About the beginning of the twentieth century the fundamental
equations of Newtonian mechanics were regarded as so firmly
established a8 to be axiomatic in the original sense of the wordbeyond possibility of question. llaxwell's electromagnetic theory,
originally formulated for a st&tiona,ry system, had been generalized
by Lorentz to include systems containing moving charges, and
equations had been derived which had received impressive experimental confirmation. The theory depended on the a.ssu:mption of
a fixed ether, filling aJl space, SO that cc :moving" had the quite
definite meaning, "moving with respect to the ether ". In som.e
respects, however, the predictions of the theory were not realized
in experiment. These were aJl concerned with bodies whose velocities (v) were sufficiently large compared with the velocity of light
(c) for the quantity tJl/e l to have a m.easurable effect on observation: in all such cases (particularly those involving the m.otion of
the Earth), effects predicted were not observed. The natural explan~
ation was that som.ething had been overlooked, with the result that
either the field equations were themselves im.perfect or else their
application to the conditions of the experiInent-s was misconceived.
The first important attempt at a general solution of the problem.
C&IIle from Lorentz. He showedt that if it be assUIIled that electrons
(which were already recognized as constituents of all :material bodies)
were contracted, when lIloving, in the direction of motion by a
definite am.ount, and th&t if, in brief, uncharged bodies behaved like
charged ones in their relations with the ether, then m.oving bodies
would suffer such changes that it would be impossible to tell from
• BuU. Ins'. Phys., 9, 314 (1958).
t Proo• .Amse• .Acad. (English edition), 6, 809 (1903).
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observations :made within a system whether the system W88 IDOving
(with respect to the ether) or at rest. If the system were Irloving
uniformly with a velocity less than that of light, its dim.ensions and
the periods of its rhythInical processes would be so changed that aJI
internal measurem.ents would be exactly the sam.e 88 though it were
at rest.
The changes in question were given by the now f&m.ous LortNz
trau/ormation, viz.:
z -

1,"

z' = -;:====

V I-tJl/c·

y' = 11
z'= z
t-

t'

~r.; 'Cl

= --;:==,1=
VI - 'l)1/C·

Here (z, y, z) are the space coordinates, and , the tUne, of an event
&CCOrding to measuring rods and clocks stationary in the ether.
(:li', y', z') and t' are the space position and time of the sam.e event
according to m.easuring rods 8lld clocks m.oving in the z-direction
with uniform velocity v < c. Their ,'"alues are different, but
Lorentz showed that the concomitant changes in the values of all
electric &Dd magnetic magnitudes would be such that the sam.e
general field equations would hold good in both cases; in other words,
the field equations were invariant to the Lorentz transformation.
PhysicaJIy, this m.eant that there was & real difference between
a state of rest and a state of uniforDl Dlotion, but no experim.ent
could reveal it because the effect of m.otion on t·he bodies concerned
lvould be such that the sam.e observatiol18 w01.1ld be made in both
cases. The GaJilean transformation, If,'iz.:

z'=z-vt
y' =Y
z' =z
t' = t
lv-hich embodied the essence of N ewt-onian mechanics, was fundament&lly true, but would appare'llJJ,y be violated bec&use measurements of Dloving bodies would not reveal their true properties.
There were thus two sets of transformation equations between the
space and tiIne coordinates of systems in l'elative motion-one
which was true but at variance with observation, and the other
false but agreeing with observation. This was lesthetically unsatisfying but neither contradictory nor i:mpossible. The world Inight
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be like that, and apparently was like that. The only alternative
seemed to be that the electromagnetio field equations weIe wrong,
and no better ones were forthcoming.
This theory was not inconsistent with a conviction that was
growing in the minds of physicists at this tim.e, that-in the words
of one of them, Poinoare--cc we have not, and oannot possibly have,
any Dle&DS of discerning whether we &re, or are not, carried along
in • . • a m.otion [of uniform translation] ". Poincare caJled this
the principle 01 relatitJity. Sinoe we can certainly disoern that two
bodies, or systems of bodies, are relatively in motion, this principle
would m.ean that we could share the relative m.otion between them
in any way at all, and no observation could tell us that one ohoice
was more Cl real" (it might be more convenient) than any other.
The GaJilean transformation was already consistent with this
(Newton's first law of motion provides no distinotion between &
state of rest and one of uniform. rectilinear Dlotion) and if the equa,..
tions of all phenomena. had been necessarily invariant to the GaJnean
transformation, the principle of relativity would have been &utomaticaJly true universally. But the conditions under which the
Lorentz transformation had been established showed that, on
Lorentz's theory, for electromagnetic (and therefore, through the
electromagnetio theory of light, for optical) phenomena, the rela~
tivity prinoiple was true for practical rather than fundamental
reasons, and there was still the possibility that some phenom.enon
of a quite different kind might be disoovered tha.t would reveal the
actual distinction between a stationary and a moving system. In
other words, the principle of relativity expressed a fact about the
moving bodies so far examined, but not necessarily a property ·of
:motion itself.
A new turn was given to the Dlatter by Einstein in 1905.*
He began by postulating that the prinoiple of relativity was necessarily true-that m.otion, by definition, was a relation between two
things and not 8, property of either. This meant the abandonm.ent
of the ether in the Lorentzian sense-the sense in whioh it had been
&SSmned in order to generalize Maxwell's equations-for so long a-s
there was such &n ether there was a physical difference between a
state of rest and a state of motion of a single body. Consequently,
Einstein could not avail him.self of the Lorentz cc contraction " and
cc tiIne dilatation", for it was iInpossible, even in thought, to
identify the bodies that experienced those changes. The distinction between the cc real" GaJllean transformation and the cc observed" Lorentz transfonnation therefore disappeared also, and

• Ann. P1Iy8., 17, 891 (1905).
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Einstein was faced with the problem of choosing one or the other
for all phenom.ena, mechanical, electromagnetic, optical, and any
other that might later come to light.
He did this by analysing the meaning of time in relation to
events at a distance from. the standard clock used to define the
m.easmem.ent of time. We shall consider the theory in more detail
in the next Section, but it may be said at once that, whatever may
be its ultimate fate, the realization that such an analysis was
necessary marks Einstein out as a man of quite exceptional insight
and represents a pennanent and fundam.entally iInportant contribution to physical theory. It is necessary here only to say that
by first pointing out that a definition of tim.e at a distance was
necessary, and then defining it in a permissible and reuonable way,
Einstein showed that (granting the definition) the Lorentz tmnsformation was true automatieaJly for all phenom.ena of whatever kind
-not as a consequence of our inability to frustrate nature's attacks
on our instrmnents, but because of the very m.eaning of tiIne as he
defined it. All the consequences of Lorentz's theory then followed
-the electromagnetic field equations could be retained, the cc contraction " and C'tUne dilatation " corresponded to observation, and
so on-but not because of the effect of motion through ether; they
followed because what we call cc length ", cc time interval ", cc mass ",
ete. are not objective properties of external events or things, but
the results we obtain when we perform. certain operations of measurement. When A and B &re in relative m.otion, A observes B's
measuring rod. to be contracted and B. observes A's to be contracted,
each relatively to his own. As physical effects such cc contraetions "
are plainly contradictory. But there is nothing contradictory in
the statexnent that the observations and calculations which A lUust
make to determine the length of B's rod, being necessarily different
from. those which he employs for his own, yield a smaller cc length ",
while the corresponding observations which B makes yield a remproc&l result. Such an effect would be precisely similar t() the
cc contraction " which each observes in the other when the distance
between them. increases. A 0 bserves B to have shrunk, a·nd B
observes A to have shrunk. We do not have to say
., that it is B
who has really shrunk, and A only appears to B to have done so
because B has had his instruments disturbed by his change of
position.
Einstein's theory was therefore essentially different from
Lorentz's in a physical sense, though mathematieaJly identical with
it. Of the alternatives m.entioned at the beginning of this Section
-that the electromagnetic equations were wrong or had been
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wrongly applied to observations-both chose the second. According to Lorentz, the physical effects of lIlotion through the ether
had been ignored, and, according to Einstein, the wrong :meaning
had been assigned to the times of distant events. The other alternative was chosen by Ritz. * He accepted the principle of relativity
as a fundaIllentaJ fact of nature, and accordingly discarded the
ether. This, as we have seen, reIlloved the basis on which the
electromagnetic equations had been reared, and he therefore rejected
those equations, pointing out, at the same time, a number of independent difficulties which their acceptance entailed. New electromagnetic equations were therefore called for, and this problem he
began to investigate, but unfortunately died before the work could
be completed. The chief stum.bling-block of the older theory, however-the failure of all optical experiments to justify electroIlla,gnetic
theory by revealing the absolute motion of the Earth-was readily
explained by the assUIllption that light always issued from its source
with the same velocity, however the source was moving, just as
though it were a m.aterial particle fired by an unvarying mechanism.
No change was necessary in the conception of time at a distance
(i.e. the GaJilean transformation for the t-coordinate was held to
represent the relation between actual clock readings), and the
Galilean transformation in general was held to be universally valid.
In all respects this explanation was simpler than that of Lorentz
or Einstein, but it had the one glariilg disadvantage that it left
electromagnetism. without a general theory.
About the year 1909, therefore, when Ritz died, there were
three theories in the field (as well, of course, as Ininor suggestions
which came t() nothing), which may be summarized as folIo,,"s:
(1) Loremz. A stationary ether; l\1a.xwell-Lorentz electromagnetic equations valid; relativity of Dlotion not fundament·al but
apparently so because of physical changes caused by m.otion through
ether; Galilean tra.nsformation fundamentally true, but Lorentz
tra.nsformation apparently operative because of these changes.
(2) Einstein. No ether; M&xl\rell-Lorentz equations valid; rela.tivity of Dlotion fundaInental; Lorentz transformation universal
a,nd fundam.entally true.
(3) Bitz. No ether; Maxwell-Lorentz equations false; relativity
of m.otion fundam.ental; GaJilean transformation universal and
fundamentally true.
A decision between Lorentz and Einstein seeIlled im.possible
unless some totally unpredictable phenom.enon should turn up which
would enable an absolute distinction to be made between the motion

* An"'. Chim,

Ph'JI'.' 13,

1~ (1908).
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of A with respect to B and that of B with respect to A. Failing
this, a choice oould be lIlade only on Esthetio grounds. Accordingly
the theories tended to be regarded as identical, and this is no doubt
the origin of the confusion which has existed ever since as to whether
the Lorentz "contraction" etc. are or are not cc real physical
effects." * A deoision between Lorentz-Einstein on the one hand
and Ritz on the other, however, was easily seen to be possible in
theory, though, at that tim.e at least, very di1ijcult in practice. It
lay in the fact that, according to Lorentz-Einstein, light from a
distant source should reach an observer at velocity measured as c,
no matter how the source was IIloving, whereas, according to Ritz,
it should reach him. at velocity lIleasured as c + 1) (vectorial addition), where 11 is the velooity of the source with respect to the
observer. This was not then testable in the laboratory, but a few
years after Ritz's death, de Sittert pointed out that if-&s he
assum.ed Ritz's theory required-light from a component of & double
star, whose velooity with respect to the Earth was oscillating between
1) and -t1, travelled towards the Earth at a velooity whioh shnilarly
oscillated between c +" and c - t1, the observed motion of the
star would show complete confusion instead of the simple Keplerian
ellipse which we observe. This was held to dispose of Ritz's theory,
which has accordingly received scant attention since.
On examination, however, it becom.es clear that this oonolusion
was at least premature. What de Sitter had shown was that light
did not issue from. the star at velooity c tDi,th f'e8ped to the &tar (and
therefore at velooity c ± v with respeot to the Earth) and thereafter
maintain a velocity c ± 11 with respect to the Earth. His oonsiderations gave no answer at all to the question whether or not light
issued from. the star at velocit~7" c with respect to the star and thereafter maintained a, velocity c with re8pect to the 8tar. (Strictly speaking, Ritz's theory, like Einstein's, is ooncerned only with uniform.
velocities, and is therefore inapplicable to the orbital IIlotion of a,
st&r. But, Ht·hat strict interpretation is pressed, t·hese observations
have no bearing at all on the Dlatter and tllerefore do not disprove
Ritz. If we &BSUIne them to be relevant, the only form of Ritz's
theory th&t is at all acceptable as a law of nature is that light issues
from its source at a constant velooity with respeot to the souroe;
... Lorentz was never fullv
reconciled to Einstein's theorY.
As late as
w
•
1921 (Nature, 106, 794) he wrote: ILe there can be no question about the reality
of this change of length " t and compared it with the changes produced by
temperature. This is incompatible with Einstein's theory, which denies
the possibility of 8-scribing the change to one rat·her than t·he other of the
relatively moving bodies.
t PfTJO. AtnBt. Acad., 15, 1297 (1913); BeA.N.., No. 64, 2, 163 (1924).
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it would be fantastic to suppose that, having once been emitted,
it must keep &, constant velocity with respect to an arbitrary body
like the Earth.) Other proposed tests, always regarded as less
crucial than this, &re equaJIy inconclusive, so we must recognize
that, so far as observation is concerned) the Lorentz..Einstein and
Bitz theories &re equaJIy in the field, a,nd there is no reason on
observational grounds to suppose that one rather than the other is
correct.
Historically, however, as has been said, the Ritz theory was
regarded. as disproved., and the Lorentz-Einstein theory has been
dominant ever since. In view of the uncritical way in which this
supposed disproof of Ritz was accepted, it is hard not to believe
that it was actually dominant before) and a study of the literature
bears this out. Physicists were prepared. to sacrifice almost anything rather than the electromagnetic equations, and a reason for
shaking off & nuisance rather than a genuine test between equaJIy
valid possibilities was what was sought. It is impossible otherwise
to account for the readiness with which such an inconclusive argument was accepted as a final disproof.
Another factor which ahnost certainlv contributed to the acceptance of Einstein was the work of Minkowski in 1908.* What
in fact l\finkowski did was simply a piece of pure mathematics, contributing nothing at all to the physical problem. The LorentzEinstein theory had previously been presented in algebraic terms.
]\Ilinkowski transfonned it into geometry, and so discovered a quantity ds, now known as the inteniaZ, which remains invariant under
all Lorentz transformations. So far as the relation of the theory
to observation was concerned~ this made no difference whatever,
but the psychological effect was great. One of the chief stum.blingblocks to the acceptance of Einstein's theory ,vas its apparent
absurdity: one could not picture these apparent reversals of the tUne
order of events. llinkowski made the theory conceivable. l\foreover, he m.ade it possible to accept the theory lvithout sacrificing
belief in the 0 biectivity of nature. Space and time had cc vanished
t-o shadows ", but cc space-tUne" appeared in their place as a
physical reality. The significance of this achievement was enormously enhanced later, when Einstein made it the basis of his
general relativity theory of gravitation, and the view became widespread-and still is so-that Minkowski had Dlade an essential
contribution to the pkyBicaZ theory of relativity. Even to-day we
find the Minkowski description of what the theory requires presented as though its self-consistency were a proof tha.t the theory
• NGCh. K. Qu. wus. GO"., 1908, p. 53.
eI
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is physically true. * This!D&kes it all the more necessary to dis-

tinguish as sh&rply as possible between the pure mathematics of
the theory on the one hand and its relation to observation on the
other, and to this we turn in the next Section.

n
At the very origin of Einstein's theory lies his realization that
the cc time" of an event, at & distance from the clock which is
accepted as the standard for time measurement, needs to be defined.
It had previously been assumed that it was something gifJen to us
by nature. But for Einstein the cc time " of a distant event is not
an objective physical quantity whioh we must discover: we ourselves choose what operations of measurement we shaJI perform,
a,nd give names to the results they yield. If we choose one such
operation conneoted with the event which is so closely related toO
the reading of our standard clook that it seems appropriate to call
its Tesult the time of the event, then we can use that term; otherwise
it is simply a meaningless sign.
This means-and the fact cannot be too strongly stressed-that
Einstein's theory rests entirely on a freely chosen definition. All
that it has to say about time, and everything related thereto, is
said about time as so freely defined. This is not a defeot of the
theory. It is a necesSQ/ry characteristio of every theory, and prerelativity physics differs from the physios of to-da,y simply in the
faot that it was unconsciously instead of consoiously based. on a
definition.
In choosing a definition Einstein considers first of all a system.
of bodies an relatively at rest. He assuIIles that we have standard
measuring rods for measuring spatial distances, and a olook whioh
measures standard time when at rest at a point A beside us. Thus
equipped, we C&ll say without am.biguity that all bodies in the
system are relatively at rest, when the distances between them
rem&L'1 the same for aJl readings of the olock. (The question of
rotation of the systeDl as a whole is not considered.) To speak of
the time of an event at a distant point B, in a manner compatible
with the already defined time at A (!Iv. the reading of the clock at
A), we shall, says Einstein, cc establish by definoiticm that the C tim.e '
required by light to travel from. A to B equals the C tim.e ' it requires
to travel from. B to A ". In other words, if we place at B a clock
similar to the one at A, and set it so that it records the time of
reception of a ray of light from. A, which it immediately reflects back,
• See, for example, H. Bondi,

DiBcot,"8ry,

18, 505 (1957).
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as halfway between the tim.es by the clock at A of emission and
return of the light, then the cc tim.e " of any event occurring at B
will be the reading of this clock at the m.oment at which the event
occurs. The clock at B is then said to be ,e synchronized" with
the clock at A. B :may be any point, so this definition gives a
meaning to the tiIne of an event anywhere in a system of relatively
stationary bodies. If &, moving body is then introduced into the
system, its velocity is precisely definable as the rate at which its
space position cha.nges with the tim.e.
We notice at once that the :mention of cc light " here is entirely
gra,tuitous. No physical properties of light are called upon, and
anything else would do, since we establish by definition that the
to and fro journeys take the same time: we are not, let it be repeated,
dependent on the a8Stunption that they do take the sa.m.e tim.e,
because that has no Dlea.ning at all until time at different places
has been defined. What is essential, however, is that if the clock
at B is synchronized with th&t at A, then the same process Dlust
show that the clock at A is synchronized ,vith that at B. This
does not necessarily follow if we use some particular physical agency,
such as light, for the synchronization. Einstein, of course, recognizes this, and states that he cc assumes " it t-o be true for light. If
(to use terms which are not permissible at this stage, but which do
help us to realize the situation) the t() and fro velocities of light
were not the sa.m.e, then this reciprocity of synchronization would
not hold, and only confusion would result from defining the tim.es of
distant events in this way. The essence of the definition, therefore
-and indeed of any definition that is to stand any chance at all of
being useful-is that we m.ust use some m.essenger (let us call it X)
which does m.&ke synchronizatioll mutual. This is the only restriction that at this stage we need place on X. According to our
present knowledge, either light or sound, for example, would do
equally well, and would give exa.ctly the sam.e settings for a.ll the
clocks in the system within the range in wInch tlleir tlse ,vas
practicable.
The next step is to com.pare two systems of relatively stationary
bodies which are JIloving uniformly with respect to one another.
'Vithin each of them we can time every event that occurs: the
probleJIl is to com.pare the times of the same event in the two systelIlS. (It is assuDled, of course, that spatially t·hey completely
over1&p, so that every event :may be considered as occurring in
both.) We first obtain a point of reference by supposing that the
original clocks in the systems-at the points A and A', say-both
read zero at an instant at which they are at the same place. There-
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after they separate at uniform. velocity tJ along a definite direction
which we will call the x-axis, and for simplicity we consider only
events at points on th.&t axis. We then require the time of an event
at such a point, B, in each of the two systems.
To solve this problem. we m.ust specify X m.ore precisely. We
IDust state the relation between the X emitted from. A and that
emitted from A' at their moment of coincidence. Among the many
possibilities, two stand out as obviously simpler than all others.
First, we C&Il specify that X shall m.ove with respect t-o its source
a.s though it were a shot fired froD! a gun. In that case, the
X from A', which is m.oving towards B, would reach B before the X
from A; and it follows (we omit calculations in order to concentrate
on the principles; they &re not a subject of controversy) that the
times of events ha.ve the same measure in both systems. This is
equivaJent to Ritz's theory and to the GaJilean transformation.
The alternative is that the two beams, from A and A', travel together towards B, forming a single beaDle This, in fact, would be
the case if X were a SOlUld wave in still air, for the speed of sound
throltgh air is detennined solely by the properties of air, no Dlatter
how its source is moving. The two beams would then reach B at
the sam.e instant, but the reflected bea:m would reach A' before it
reached A, since A' would be travelling t() meet it. The mean of
the times of emission and return would therefore be earlier for A'
tha.n for A, and therefore, by definition, the time of the event which
is the arrival of the joint beam at B would be earlier for the A' tha.n
for the A system. In other words, the clock of the A' system situated at B at the event in quest.ion m.ust be set earlier than the
corresponding clock of the A system, and so the time interval
between the emission of X and its arrival at B would be shorter
in the A' tllan in the A system. This is equivalent to Einstein's
theory.
Now X is still at 011r clloice. 'Ye are merely forming definitions,
and we are equally free to make X behave like a gWl-shot or like
a sound wave, or, indeed, like anythlllg else we can precisely imagine
and describe. Einstein in. fact identified X with light, and then
he had to a88ume (there was no experim.ental e"ridence 011 the point
at the tiDle, and there is still none) that light behaves in this respect
like sound. We can free the theory from such assum.ptions by
defining time in terms of X a.nd defining X as something whose
relation to its source is that which Einstein OMUmed to be t·nte for
light. In this way we make the theory invulnerable to observation,
and logicaJly im.peccable. The physical problem is then to find
the relation between time as so defined. and the observations we
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Dlake with clocks and light, or whatever else we choose to experim.ent
with, and the theory will become of physical importance if that
relation is & si:mple one. For the moment, however, we consider
the conoepts alone.
It is now a Dl&tter of pure JllatheDlatics (provided th&t one
principle, to be m.entioned presently, be granted) to show that the
relation between the tim.es and positions of events in our two relatively moving systems is that given by the Lorentz transformation.
If the position and time of an event are (z, 1/, z) and t in the A system
and (:1;', 'U', z') and t' in the A' system, if tJ is the velocity of the A'
syst-em, and V that of X, both with respect t-o the A system, then
the Lorentz transforDlation equations mut be true. With our
definitions this is a logical necessity, but it controls only the quantities we have defined, not necessarily anything observed in IDeasurements with ordinary instruments.
The principle which must be granted is the principle 01 relati?Jity,
which asserts that the motion of A' with respect to A shall be in
aJl respects (apart, of course, from. conventional differences of sign)
identical with the motion of A with respect to A'. This can be
shown to require that V is the sam.e for both systems, so that for a
beam of X along the z-axis, for example, no matter from what body
it is emitted, dz/iIJ = rb;' /iIJ' = V. The principle of relativity is,
in & sense, an em.pirical principle, but it is not an rJ881//11IfJtion in the
sense in which Einstein's postulate that two beams of light from A
and A' would travel together through space is an assumption. The
latter, but not the fonner, could be proved or disproved by a single
experiment. The principle of relativity is empirical in that it sums
up the universal failure to observe any physical phenomenon by
which a definite velocity can be assigned to & single body irrespective
of other bodies. It could, however, be regarded as a definition.
We could define IIlotion as a property of a body relative to something
else-as in practice it always is--&nd designate any intrinsic property of a single body that m.ight later be discovered by som.e other
name. Certainly velocity as here defined is m.ea,ningless without
the postulation of & standard of reference, A or A'. Nevertheless,
it is not a, logical necessity, apart from. the principle of relativity,
that V shall have the same value in both systems, so the principle
of relativity Inust be accepted 88 & necessary poStul&te, provided
the other definitions &re accepted, in order to justify the Lorentz
transfonnation on logicaJ grounds.
This com.plet-es the structure of the theory as a mathematical
system. Any event is specifiable by four cc coordinates ", z, 'U, z, t,
of which (:1;, 1/, z) specify its location with respect to a st.a,ndard
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position-the origin of coordinates-&nd &, stand&rd spatiaJ fra:mework, and t specifies its time of occurrence, defined in tenns of the
standard olock at the origin and the IDesBenger X. The relation
between the coordinates in two systems in uniform. relative motion
is that given by the Lorentz transforID&tion. We can now bring
this ideal system into relation with observation.
We know by experience that an event can be uniquely located
by three spa,oe IDeasurem.ents with standard measuring rods, and one
tiIne measurement. The first step is therefore to identify (z, 1/, z)
with the space IDeasurements and t with the tim.e m.easurem.ent.
So long as we consider only one system., this raises no problem. at all.
We can choose the coordi'JUJleB (z, 1/, z) as we wish (provided, of course,
that they satisfy certain trivial conditions, such as being singlevalued for each event, and so on), so we can without question choose
them. t.a be identical with the readings of our m.easuring rods when
set out along the axes in the ordinary familiar way. Similarly, we
can identify t with the readings of clocks distributed in the system.,
provided that we synchronize such clocks by som.e travelling agent
whose velocity, when the clocks have been so synchronized, is found
to be the sam.e in opposite directions, and which is reft.ected instantaneously. We have no direct experim.ental evidence that this
condition is satisfied by light, though we believe we have for sound.
However, it is highly unlikely that light differs from sound in this
respect, and we may take it as compatible with all our existing
knowledge to identify the t coordinate with clock readings when
the clocks are synchronized by sound or by light signaJs.
It is when we compare systems in rela,tive m.otion that the real
test comes. To take the simplest case, suppose our clock, A',
which agrees with A at zero reading when it is coincident with A,
moves at constant velocity, v, along the ai-axis t-o a point B, distant
r from. A, and suppose that at this point there is & clock, stationary
with respect to A, which has been synchronized with A by Xsignals. Then, according to the Lorentz tr&DSform.ation, the reading of this clock when A' reaches it (i.e. the t coordinate of this
event in the A system.) will be rI'D, while the reading of A' at this
event (the t' coordinate in the A' system) will be r/'O m.ultiplied by
VI - Vi/Cl. This can be tested experimentally, provided that we
ca,n find a messenger having the properties assigned to X.
In Einstein's theory, X is light, and this, as we have seen, involves
the a88Umpticm that the passage of a beam of light through space is
independent of the motion of its source. But in order to understand clearly the re1&tion between the theory, as an axiom.atic syste:m
independent of possibly false assumptions, on the one hand, and
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observation on the other, let us take X to be sound, which we know
satisfies all the conditions im.posed on X. If, then, we suppose all
our observations to be :made in still air, of unchanging properties,
and all the velocities to be less than V, the velocity of sound, we
shall get a perfectly accurate idea of the relation between the theory
and observation (apart, of course, from the numerical JIlagnitudes
involved).
Let us suppose, then, that we have two very long straight rods,
ABC and A'B'C/, relatively at rest side by side, A being coincide~t
with A', B with B', and 0 with C'. Suppose Band B' are at the
mid-points of the respective rods. Each rod has clocks distributed
a.t frequent intervals along its length, and these clocks are synchronized with the clocks at B and B', respectively, by sound signals.
At the mom.ent when the B and B' clocks read zero, the rod A'B'C'
sta.rte to move with uniform. velocity, v, in the direction B -+ C,
and for convenience we will thereafter ca.ll ABO cc stationary" and
A'B/O' le moving " . As soon as the velocity has becom.e uniform.
(we assu:me the period of acceleration to be brief and negligible)
we resume the synchroniza.tion test for the clocks along A'B'O',
and JIlake whatever adjustments are necessary to synchronize all
the others with the clock at B /, leaving that to behave naturally,
without interference. It will then follow logicaJIy, from the accepted
properties of sound signaJs, that adjustments will be necessary, a.nd
that when they are m.ade the &djusted clocks will not agree with
those along ABO which they successively encounter. Those between
B' and 0 ' will show an earlier time, and those between B ' and A'
a later tim.e, than the neighbouring stationary clocks. This is not
& fact a·bout nature.
It is not a. statement concerning the natural
behaviour of clocks, but simply a statement about their readings
when we adjust them to a.ccord with our definition ofsynchronization.
But we cannot conclude anything about the clock at B' frODl
pure reasoning from. the properties of X alone. It does not follow
at all that B' will be found to 1&g behind the clocks which it passes
between B and C. 'Vhy, then, does the Lorentz trallsform.ation
iJIlply that B' will appear to run slow? SiInply because of the
principle of relartivity. If it did not, we should be able to say, not
merely for convenience but as an observable fact, that A'B'C' was
m.oving &l1d ABO stationary, for B' would agree with the clocks
between B and C, but B would be behind those between B' and A'.
If, on the other hand, we had set ABC IDOVing in the direction
B' -+ A', producing the S&m.e relative motion, B ' would be behind
the clocks between B and C, while B would agree with those between
B' and A'. The two descriptions of the S&JIle relative motion would
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thus be observationally distinguishable. And, in fact, in the case
of sound they would be so distinguishable, because we have tacitly
assumed that the air remains at rest with respect to ABC in the
first case and with respect to A'B'C' in the second, so the cases are
physically different. In Einstein's theory there is no ether to bear
the sa.me relation to light as air does to sound, 80 there is no possible
way of making the two descriptions of the lIlotion equivalent except
by making the moving clock B' run slow. The Lorentz transformation, since the principle of relativity was embedded in its derivation, auto:matically provides for this.
Einstein'.s theory, then, depending, as he clearly pointed out, on
two postulates-the postulate of relativity and the postulate that
light behaves like X-can be tested by two experiments: (i) an
experiment to determine the velocity of light in relation to that of
its source; (ii) an experiment to determine if a moving clock runs
slow. The position lllay be sUDlm&rized by considering what we
should have to infer in each of the four eventualities which these
experilllents lllake possible.
Oase la. Light from relatively moving sources travels as a
single beaDl, and a. m.oving clock runs slow (by the required amount,
of course). In this case light can be identified with X, the principle
of relativity is (really or apparently) satisfied, and the coordinate
t in the Lorentz transformation represents the readings of synchronized clocks stationary in the Syst-elll considered. In short,
the Einstein-Lorentz theory is completely justified.
Oase lb. Light from relatively moving sources travels as a single
beaDl, &lld stationary and moving clocks run at the same rate.
In tIns case light can be identified with X, but the principle of
relativity is violated. The Lorentz trallsformation is inapplioable
to observation witll any interpretation of t, and motion with respect
to an cc ether " becollles llleasurable. Light is kinematically identical with sound. In view of the failure of all experiments to detect
tIle motion of the Earth, this case is scarcel~:, conceivable.
OaIJe 2a. Light frOlll relatively moving sources travels as &
double beam, each component having velocity c with respect to its
source, and & DlOving clock runs slow. This case is impossible,
since the synchronization process would ensure that movillg and
stationary clocks agreed. Of course, in one sense anything imaginable is 8, possible result of experiment-, but if this case were realized
we should have to give up the idea of light as 8, travelling agent and
account otherwise for the experience of sight. In the present state
of knowledge this contingency Dlay be ignored.
Oase 2b. Light from relatively moving sources travels as {II
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double beam, &Dd stationary and moving clocks run a1i the sam.e
rate. In this case light cannot be identified with X, &Dd the
Lorentz transform.ation becomes a purely artificial construct. The
GaIDean transformation is universally valid. &Dd the principle of
relativity is satisfied. Ritz's theory is completely justified.
For all practical purposes, then, the choice lies between Einstein
&Dd Ritz, and at present there is not a scrap of experimentaJ evidence
even to make one appear more probable than the other. This is
not generally realized, partly because it has been thought that
Ritz's hypothesis has been disproved, and partly because Einstein's
hypothesis has been supported by a number of observations which
have been thought to admit of no other explanation. But these
observations. when examined, turn out to depend for their interpretation on the Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetio equations. Our
only practicable mea.ns of producing and measuring velocities high
enough to decide between the Galilean and the Lorentz transformations lies in the use of electromagnetic fields, &Dd the accepted.
field equations are expressed in terms of coordinates (~. 1/, z, t) which
we know obey the Lorentz transformation. Consequently, when
we find by experiment that these coordinates obey the Lorentz
transformation and not the GaJilean transformation, we are simply
confirming experimentally what the mathematics already requires.
In 9ther words, the I coordinates in the electromagnetic equations
and in the Lorentz transformation are identical, but that throws
no light at all on the question whether they are identical with actual
physical clock readings, &Dd that is the question in which we are
interested.
To illustrate this by one example, take the well-known experiments in which the In&SS of & body is found to increase with its
velocity. The body-an electrically charged particle-is accelerated
in an electric field and subjected. to a deflecting force. The deflection, for a constant force, is found to decrease with increase of speed
of the particle lIlore rapidly than the assumption of an invaria,nt
mass would require, &Dd the particle behaves, in fact, as if its mass
at velocity t1 were m/VI - 1J',/(::iJ. Now this is just what the Ia.ws of
conservation of mass and momentwn would require if space and
tUne DleasurelIlent-s followed the Lorentz and not the Galilean
transform.ation. Consequently, it is concluded that the Lorentz
transforIDa,tion represents the actual relations between space and
time measurem.ellt-s.
But what does the qua,ntity t1 represent here' Not the velocity
lIleasured by rods and clocks, but the quantity dz fdl, where Z &Dd I
are coordinates occurring in the electromagnetic equations; and
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what the experiments actually show is that, for a particular experimental arrangement, the momentum. of the particle is m'O/VI-'01/e l ,
where tJ is thus defined. Now if we suppose that the coordinate ,
is identical with standard clock readings, then t1 is velocity in the
ordinary meaning of the word, and the quantity which is to be
multiplied by the velocity to give the momentum (i.e. by definition
the mass of the particle) is m/VI - fJ2/e l : in that case mass is
definitely a function of velocity. But if we suppose that the GaJilean transformation is valid, and accordingly that m is invariant,
then the quantity which is to be multiplied by the mass to give
the m.ODlentum (i.e. by definition the velocity of the partiole) is
'D/VI - fJl/e l • These experiments afford no evidence whatever as
to which choice is to be made: they simply show-superfluously
-how the electromagnetic field equations, which are invariant to the
Lorentz transformation, require mass to behave if the equations of
mechanics also are to be invariant to the Lorentz transformation.
If, indeed, velocities (10) measured by rods and light-synchronized
olocks are related to velocities (t1) defined by dz/dt by the equation
to = V/VI - 'l)1/el, we get a simple interpretation of the invariant
dB discovered. by Minkowski; it is simply ordinary clock time inter-"
vale* From the point of view of physical measurements we can
then say that the t coordinate of the electromagnetic equations is
a, function of space and time Dleasurements-i.e. a sort of cc spacetime" measurement-and that l\finkowski, thinking he had discO'7"ered c, space-time ", had actually disinterred pure time from its
burial in tllis llybrid. In that case the electromagnetic equations
might be elltirely ,~a1id, provided the t coordinate is recognized &s
Dlerely a coorcllilate, and it might be m.ore collveluent to cont·inue
to use that coordinate for the purposes of electromagnetis!n rather
than to re-express the equations in tenns of a coordinate representing clock "readings directly. On the other hand, Ritz !nay have
been right in 110lding that the equations are more fundaznentally
defective than this.
This is not the p1&ce to anat-omize electromagnetic theory. It
need only be remarked. that the experimental ba8i8 of that theory
involves only mea.surements in which the velocities are so low that
the Galilean and Lorentz transfonnations .,vield results whioh are
observationally indistinguishable. Also, as has already been pointed
out, both lIaxwell and Lorentz assumed a stationaI'Y' ether in order
to derive the equations, and they have not been derived otherwise.
We no longer believe in the stationary ether, but we retain the
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equations-hanging, as it were, in Inid-air. There is no evidence
whatever to show whether velocity, as Dleasured by rods and lightsynchronized clocks, is to be represented by f} or by tD, or indeed by
any other expression sufficiently close to 'IJ for small velocities.
Similarly, aJl experiments in which an atom. is regarded as a
clock &re powerless to answer our question. An atom is a clock
only by virtue of its interpretation in terms of electromagnetic
theory. We never observe an atom as a periodic system. We
receive light in which we observe a periodicity, but the assignJIlent
of that periodicity to the atozn is a purely theoretical matter,
depending on the wave equation obtained from the electroznagnetic
equations. (On the quantum theory, incidentaJIy, what we call the
cc frequency"
of light is regarded as energy. That conception
affords no passage at all to a cc clock " as the source of the light.)
Hence we should again expect that if we make that assigmnent we
shaJl arrive at a c, clock" whose behaviour is invariant to the
Lorentz transformation. This is confirmed by such experiments as
that of Ives and Stilwell, which are often cited as a proof of cc time
dil&tation ". They prove nothing except the invariance of the
electroIIlagnetic equations to the Lorentz transform.ation.
We can see in an interesting way how irrelevant is the Doppler
effect-the cc frequency" phenomenon most often advanced as
demonstrating the er reality" of tiIne dilatation-to the actual
question, by returning to our example of sound. We have seen
that when A'B'O' IIlOVes, its clocks must be resynchronized because
sound waves are legitimate examples of X. Are we to concltlde
that they have changed their rate because of the motion? \-Ve know
very well that we are not: the change ill tllis case is l1ecessary
because sound has the properties assigned to X, and an observer
stationed at B would not expect to see, and would not see, any
change at all in the A'B'O' clocks if the resyncbronization were not
anificiaJIy brought about. But if he regarded the sources of sound
in the A/B'O' system. as clocks, and deduced their freqtlency from.
the sound radiations he received frozn them., he 1LYYUZ(], discover a
change in theIne The Doppler effect would tell him that the receding
clocks were slowed down.
We can see the fallacy easily enough in this case. The frequency
which has changed is the frequency of B's reception of the sound
waves, not the frequency of vibration of their sources. With light
we have m.uch less knowledge of the relation between the atoIn and
its radiation, and we cannot therefore so indubitably derive Br relation between their characteristics. But this eX&IIlple shows clearly
enough that it is quite wrong to identify observed radiation fre-
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quencies with cc frequencies " of vibrations in the source of radiation.
H we do so, and interpret the former in terms of equations invariant
to the Lorentz transformation, then the latter also will inevitably
be found invariant to the Lorentz transformation. We have
proved nothing at all.
The present situation, therefore, is that the issue between Einstein
and Ritz is quite open. We have not sufficient evidence on observational grounds to give one even a greater or less probability than
the other: we await the verdict of experiment. Since the two
theories differ in their requirements concerning both the experiments
mentioned earlier, it would be sufficient to perform one of them,
and the sim.pler would probably be the comparison of the velocity
of light, \nth respect to the laboratory, from relatively moving
sources, taking care, to avoid, de Sitter'B erroneous deducticm, from tke
do'Iible Btar Ob8eroaticm8, that the BO'Uree8 did, not change their motion
d,uring the pa88age of tke light. It is true that there is a theoretical
possibility that either Case 1b or 2a corresponds to fact, but this
is so remote that an experim.ent with m.oving clocks could be dispensed with unless some quite unexpected difficulty should arise.
It is greatly to be hoped that the crucial experiment will be undertaken without delay if it is practically possible.

